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Single line to ground-fault detection for unit generatortransformer based on wavelet transform and neutral networks
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to detect the single line to ground fault on the unit generator- transformer. A new ground fault detection scheme
based on the extraction of energy and statistical parameters from wavelet transform based neural network is proposed. The faulty current signals
obtained from a simulation were decomposed through wavelet analysis into various approximations and details. The simulation of the unit
generator-transformer was carried out using the Sim-PowerSystem Blockset of MATLAB. The energy and statistical parameters analysis involved
measured of the dispersion factors (range and standard deviation) of wavelet coefficients. Regarding the ANN performance, the errors in the SLGfault detection of ANN were under 1 %. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm was accurate enough in differentiating a single line to
ground fault and un-fault for a unit generator-transformer.
Streszczenie. Przestawiono metodę detekcji nieprawidłowości w uziemieniu jednostki generator-transformator. W nowej metodzie wykorzystano
transformatę falkową I sieć neuronową. Symulację przeproprowadzno wykorzystując Sim-PowerSystem Blockset of MATLAB. Uzyskano błąd
pomiaru poniżej 1%. Detekcja nieprawidłowości uziemienia w jednostce generator-transformator z wykorzystaniem transformaty falkowej i
sieci neuronowej
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Introduction
Small current Ground-Fault (GF) detection has been
a major concern in protective relaying for a long time.
Relaying engineers and researchers often face the
challenge of developing the most suitable technique that
can detect faults with reasonable reliability to secure the
run of a power system [1]. In general, a step up transformer
at an electric power station can be categorized either as a
unit generator-transformer configuration, a unit generatortransformer configuration with generator breaker, a crosscompound generator or a generator involving a unit
transformer [2,3]. A GF on the transmission line or busbar
can affect the system configuration of the generator.
Several methods have been reported for generator
GF protection [4]. These methods have been developed
based on conventional method, third harmonic method,
sub-harmonic injection method and numerical protection
method. Fault detection and classification algorithms based
on Wavelet Transform (WT) and Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) was proposed in [5, 6].
Various feature extraction methods based on WT
have been used for the detection and classification of fault.
Reference [6] descibe fault location techniques in power
system based on traveling wave using wavelet analysis and
GPS timing. Fault classification algorithm based on energy
and wavelet entropy in transmission have been proposed
in [7, 8]. Reference [9-11] describe the feature extraction
method based on fast WT, a fault index and wavelet power
for use to detect the stator faults in the synchronous
generator. Extraction of a statistical parameter as fault
detection has been used for fault detection in previous
studies, but only used standard deviation, kurtosis and
skewness [12]. Meanwhile, the statistical feature
parameters include kurtosis, skewness, crest factor,
clearance factor, shape factor, impulse factor, variance,
square root amplitude value and absolute mean amplitude
value to fault diagnosis in rotating machine as described in
reference [13]. The new approach as proposed in this paper
includes energy and dispersion factor of statistical
parameters on single-line to ground (SLG) fault detection.
The novel method for GF detection uses energy
and dispersion factor of statistical parameters, which
involve calculating the Energy, Range (R) and Standard
Deviation (STD) values of wavelet coefficients, which are
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included the analysis in this paper. In the analysis, the GF
signals were computed by using
Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). The GF detection was carried out
through the analysis of value of energy, R and STD of the
current wavelet coefficients, including the detail and
approximate of wavelet coefficients to distinguish SLG-fault.
Energy and Statistical Parameters Extraction Method
A WT is a powerful tool for feature extraction of the
transient signals. WT has been applied in many literatures
for feature extraction of transient fault signals. The
differences among modifications of this method are:
different types of mother wavelet, various numbers of
decomposition level, and state of calculating the energy or
entropy features. There are many types of mother wavelets
such as Haar, Daubechies, Symlets, Meyer, Dmeyer,
Morlet. The optimal choice of the mother wavelet plays a
significant role for detection various types of transient
signals. The optimum wavelet for extracting signal
information is that can generate as many coefficient as
possible to represent the characteristic of signals.
In this paper, DWT was used for feature extraction,
which provided high time and low frequency resolution for
high frequency and high-frequency resolution and with low
time resolution for low frequencies. The DWT was
calculated by using the following equation [14]:
(1)

∑ x k g a

DWT m. n

n
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where “g(k)” is the mother wavelet, “x(k)” is the signal input
and a,b are the scaling and translation parameters.
DWT was implemented by using high-pass filter and lowpass filter respectively [15], defined as:
(2)
(3)

y
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where “yhigh(k)” is the output from the high-pass filter called
Detail (D) and “ylow(n)” is the output from the low-pass filter
called Approximation (A). For the 3-level decomposition, the
original signal is split as shown in Figure 1. The original
signal S is represented as A1 + D1, A2 + D2 + D1, A3 + D3 +
D2 + D1.
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The mean idea of making a feature extraction is to
reduce the amount of information, either from the original
waveform or from its transformation format. In this study, for
feature extraction process, the coefficient features of
wavelet such as wavelet energy, R and STD value of
wavelet coefficient had to be calculated.
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Fig. 1. Decomposition tress of wavelet transforms

a. Wavelet Energy
The wavelet energy is the sum of square of detailed
wavelet transform coefficient [16]. The energy of a wavelet
coefficients is varying over different scales depending on
the input signals. The wavelet energy of coefficient c(t) can
be defined as follows:
(4)

E s t

∑

ac

with appropriate scaling coefficients aj for the coefficient cj
obtained from the corresponding signal “s(t)”. The energy of
signals is contained mostly in the approximation part and a
little in the detail part [17]. For example, the approximation
coefficient at the first-level contains more energy than the
other coefficients at the same level of the decompositions
tree. Because the faulty signals have high-frequency
components, it is more distinctive to use energy of detail
coefficients [18].
b. Dispersion Factor of Statistical Parameters
In descriptive statistics, the concept of range has a
more complex meaning. The range is the size of the
smallest interval which contains all the data and provides an
indication of statistical dispersion. It is measured in the
same units as the data. Since it only depends on two of the
observations, it is most useful in representing the dispersion
of small data sets [19].
STD is a number used to tell how measurements for
a group are spread out from the average, or expected
value. The STD of statistical parameters in wavelet detail
coefficients are estimated from the equations:
(5)

STD

∑

x

∑

security analysis was first investigated in 1968. Since ANN
can fully be applied for pattern recognition, they have been
widely investigated for transient classification [22]. The ANN
can be used to solve power system protection problems,
particularly those where traditional approaches have
difficulty achieving the desired speed, accuracy, and
selectivity [23-25]. Pattern recognition for partial discharge
in GIS based on pulse coupled neural networks and wavelet
packet decomposition have been proposed in [26].
In pattern recognition problem, a neural network can
be used to classify input into a set of target categories. In
this paper, a set input of energy wavelet coefficient and
dispersion factor in statistical parameters of wavelet
coefficients are used for input against set ground-fault or
un-fault target categories.
Proposed Method
The block diagram of proposed SLG-fault detection
algorithms is shown in Figure 2. The first step of the
detection module was to get the current samples from SimPowerSystem Blockset of MATLAB simulation. The fault
current signals were then computed by DWT. The fault
detection was carried out through the analysis feature
extraction of dispersion factor or the current energy of
wavelet coefficients. Feature extraction of dispersion factor
and the energy of the wavelet coefficients are analysed for
comparison. The block diagram is explained in steps:
- Step 1: The fault current signals are obtained from a
simplified power system model (Figure 3) for GF
simulation using Matlab-Simulink.
- Step 2:
DWT of the fault signals are obtained and
analysis using MATLAB software.
- Step 3: The wavelet coefficients of the fault signals are
obtained using signal decomposition.
- Step 4: The extraction of energy and dispersion factor
of statistical parameters (R and STD value) of wavelet
coefficients from WT in various fault simulations are fed
to ANN and trained.
- Step 5: Energy and statistical parameters of WT based
ANN distinguishes GF from normal condition.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a proposed algorithm

x

where “x” is the data vector and the “n” the number of
elements in that data vector. The STD of the output signals
is the square root of the data vector variance. This feature
provides information about the level of variation of the
signal frequency distribution [20].
Artificial Neural Network Pattern Recognition
ANN is very good at pattern recognition problems.
An ANN with enough elements can classify any data with
arbitrary accuracy. They are particularly well suited for
complex decision boundary problems over many variables
[21]. The use of pattern recognition for power system

Fig. 3. Simulated power system model for ground fault

A suitable unit generator-transformer model is
required to characterize the different condition during SLGfault. GF simulations were established using SimPowerSystem Blockset of MATLAB, where M-file MATLAB
was used for GF detection. The simulated power system
models for GF simulation are shown in Figure 3. The data
of a generator (G1=G2) 25 kV with various generator
grounding
method,
the
transformer
(transformer1=transformer-2) 25/150 kV with Yn-Yn transformer
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connections. Simulation was carried out at various fault
locations includes primary and secondary side of a
transformer-1, and at generator bus. Fault current was
taken from the generator bus (Bus-1).
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Fig. 4. Original signals for SLG-fault current
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Fig. 5. Parts of DWT decomposition for current signals

(2). Features Extraction
The main idea of making a feature extraction is to
reduce the amount of information, either from the original
signals of from its transformation format. To reduce the
number of ANN processing element, in this paper used a
new approach of an energy and dispersion factor (R and
STD value) of statistical parameters of wavelet coefficient
for ANN input.
After getting the wavelet coefficient of the fault
signals was obtained using signal decomposition, the next
step in the extraction of the energy and dispersion factor of
statistical parameters of the wavelet coefficients from WT in
various fault simulations. Applying the energy and
dispertion factor of each decomposition level, the numerical
value of patterns can be obtained from analysed signal, as
it is shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1. Energy feature vector of SLG-fault
Levels
Energy
A3
173.1800
D1
0.0153
D2
0.0158
D3
0.0069
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Table 2. Dispersion factor feature vector of SLG-fault
Levels
Phase A
Phase B
Phase C
Range Feature
A3
81.1533
2.4625
78.6909
D1
4.3682
9.2417
39.0871
D2
1.1948
6.3572
9.0882
D3
19.0749
141.6575
193.2424
Standard Deviation Feature
A3
29.4434
0.8336
28.8609
D1
0.1116
0.37405
1.4149
D2
0.03608
0.2330
0.62405
D3
0.56281
4.3584
8.0503
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Analysis of Simulation Results
Designing SLG-fault detection on unit generatortransformer models follows a number of systemic
procedures. In this paper, there are three basics steps: (1)
signals decomposition, (2) feature extraction and (3) ANN
trained and verified.
(1). Signals Decomposition
In this paper, the energy and dispersion factor of
statistical parameters features obtained by WT for faulty
signals have been used as input for the ANN. If the wavelet
coefficients are used as input to the ANN, it will result in
rather large number of inputs posing difficulty for training
and testing of ANN in connection with accuracy and speed.
Therefore, the energy and dispersion factor of wavelet
coefficients have been used as inputs to the ANN instead,
in order to overcome this problem but retaining important
feature of wavelet signals.
In some studies, Daubechies mother wavelet has
good ability to capture the transient events and frequency
feature extraction during fault in the power system. In this
paper, the mother wavelet db3 with resolution level 3 used
to obtain the coefficient of DWT for SLG-fault detection in
unit generator-transformer. Some model for the original
signal and parts of the coefficient with resolution level 3 of
DWT db3 as illustrate in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

100

1000

The feature vector characteristics of each factor are
then used as inputs for the ANN. In this case, 3000 signals
were used for energy feature and 12000 signals were used
for dispersion factor feature.
(3). ANN Trained and Verified
ANN has proven to very efficient in the field of
classification. In this paper,
the pattern recognition
algorithms are used for classifying SLG-fault current and
normal current condition in the unit generator-transformer.
Pattern recognition is the process of training a neural
network to assign the correct target classes to a set of input
patterns. Once trained the network can be used to classify
patterns it has not seen before.
MATLAB program has been developed for training
process. The kinds of sample are divided into three namely
training sample, validation sample, and testing sample.
Training samples are presented to the network during
training, and the network is adjusted according to its error.
Validation samples are used to measure network
generalization, and to halt training when generalization
stops improving. Testing samples have no effect on training
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and so provide an independent measure of network
performance during and after training.
The network has to detection of GF-fault at the
various conditions of a unit generator-transformer. The
inputs for network are extracting from dispersion factor of
statistical parameters and energy of current details of
wavelet coefficients. The WT is done to reduce the number
of ANN processing element, and accordingly, it will reduce
the time consumed for training and testing of the ANN.
Moreover, it also helps to achieve high-performance
detection.
The behaviour of the selected ANN depends on
numerous parameters, such as the number of hidden
layers, the number of hidden neurons, transfer function,
initial weights and biases, training rule and training
parameters. Table 3 shows the features of the constructed
network. Two types of network were used for analysis with
a number of different inputs. Model based on various input
parameters as described in Table 4. 3000 sets of sample
(70 % sets for training, 15% sets for validation and 15%
set for testing) are used for energy wavelet coefficient
network and 12000 sets of sample (70 % sets for training,
15% sets for validation and 15% set for testing) were used
for R wavelet coefficient, STD wavelet coefficient or
combined R and STD for ANN network.
Table 3. Features of the constructed network
ANN function
Network function
Data division function
Training function
st
Transfer funct. 1 layer
nd
Transfer funct. 2 layer
Number of input layers
Number of hidden layer
Number of output layer
Number of neurons
Train parameter goal
Learning rate
Performance function

Algorithms function
patternnet (pattern recognition)
dividerand ( random)
trainscg (scaled conjugate )
tansig ( hyperbolic tangent )
purelin ( linear)
varied 3, 4, 6
1
1
varied from 5 to 40
1.00 e-6
0.9
mse (mean squared error)

Table 4. Models based on different input parameters.
Case
Input Parameters
1
Energy of a wavelet coefficients
2
R value of the wavelet coefficients
3
STD of the wavelet coefficients
4
Range and STD of a wavelet coef.

While training the network, energy and dispersion
factor of wavelet coefficients pattern corresponding to
varied conditions such as fault resistance, fault initiation
time, and various generator grounding method are used.
The targets for normal currents condition are trained to be
‘0', and the target for SLG-fault currents are trained to be
‘1’. Target vector is assigned value ‘1’ or ‘0’ according to the
network condition. Threshold is set at 0.5. I.e values above
0.5 are treated as ‘1’ and values below 0.5 are treated as
‘0’. Once performance goals are met, an unknown pattern is
applied to verify whether the network is trained properly or
not.
The designed ANN is trained for various training
patterns of normal and SLG-fault conditions. Various
architectures were attempted to arrive at the final
architecture with a goal maximum accuracy. After much
experimentation, for ground fault detection six different
architectures were developed and used for training. After
enough experimentation, it was inferred that the
architecture with one hidden layer of 20 neurons and one
output was giving the optimum results. The goal of 0.0712
error is a achieved in 184 iterations during 27 seconds.
Figure 6 Shows the graph between training performance

and number of iterations to train the designed 4-20-1 of
ANN structure.

Fig. 6. Best validation performance energy as input for 4-20-1 of
ANN structure

The performance of trained network for various
architecture can be measured, to some extent, by the errors
on the training, validation, and test sets. Comparison of
mean squared error (mse) parameters of a pattern
recognition model in various ANN structures as illustrate in
Table 5.
Table 5. Mean squared error parameters of pattern recognition
models for various network structures
case
Net.
T(s)
Mean Squared Error (mse)
Structur
Training
Validating
Testing
e
1
4-5-1
1.48
7.13 e-2
7.66 e-2
7.552e-2
4-10-1
0.53
7.08 e-2
7.15 e-2
7.37 e-2
4-15-1
0.11
7.48 e-2
7.83 e-2
8.70e-2
4-20-1
0.27
7.59 e-2
7.13 e-2
7.23 e-2
4-25-1
5.24
7.41 e-2
7.62 e-2
8.05 e-2
4-30-1
0.30
7.77 e-2
7.95 e-2
8.75 e-2
2
3-5-1
2.02
8.385 e-2
8.586 e-2
8.13 e-2
3-10-1
0.41
8.839 e-2
9.909 e-2
8.59 e-2
3-15-1
0.55
8.810 e-2
7.874 e-2
8.31 e-2
3-20-1
0.16
8.609 e-2
1.010 e-1
8.39 e-2
3-25-1
0.36
8.413 e-2
9.699 e-2
8.53 e-2
3-30-1
2.13
8.430 e-2
8.233 e-2
7.95 e-2
3
3-5-1
4.04
8.313 e-2
8.334 e-2
7.65 e-2
3-10-1
0.55
8.189 e-2
7.630 e-2
8.09 e-2
3-15-1
3.21
8.493 e-2
8.473 e-2
8.91 e-2
3-20-1
0.16
9.073 e-2
8.050 e-2
9.25 e-2
3-25-1
4.23
8.050 e-2
8.363 e-2
7.79 e-2
3-30-1
0.38
8.802 e-2
8.218 e-2
8.43 e-2
4
6-5-1
0.34
8.395 e-2
7.999 e-2
8.81 e-2
6-10-1
0.37
8.708 e-2
8.308 e-2
8.08 e-2
6-15-1
1.33
8.389 e-2
9.376 e-2
7.97 e-2
6-20-1
1.57
8.437 e-2
8.665 e-2
7.83 e-2
6-25-1
1.21
8.371 e-2
8.834 e-2
8.93 e-2
6-30-1
3.07
8.325 e-2
8.529 e-2
8.03 e-2

From the Table 5, it appears that the case-1 result
valid performance for testing SLG-fault signals than the
case-2, case-3 and case-4. By using energy as ANN input,
detection of the SLG-faults on the generator unit
transformers was accurate enough in differentiating the
SLG-fault and un-fault for a unit generator-transformer
compared to R and STD value as input ANN.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a novel approach for SLGfault detection at the unit generator-transformer. Regarding
the ANN performance, the errors in the SLG-fault detection
of ANN were under 1 %. In this paper, analysis of energy
wavelet coefficients successfully applied to distinguish SLGfault at the unit generator-transformer. The statistical
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parameters involved calculating the dispersion factors (R
and STD value) of DWT were available to detect the GF.
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